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PRINCEESCZECH (#4)
Christina Spesial (#3)
Unleashthedemon (#8)

Exacta:  3-4/3-4-8, $4.  Tri:  3-4/3-4-8/3-4-7-8-9, $6.  Daily Double:  3-4/1-5, $4.       
PARKER’S
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Zero for twelve lifetime but she faced winners last year and ran at Los Al the year 
before, she seems most likely.Also exits a race against winners when third last two weeks ago on a sloppy 
surface, she should be right there late.Troubled start in her last, her race one back at Portland gives her a big shot.

LIFE IS A JOY (#1)
T.D.’s Gold (#5)
Havin a Good Day (#7)

Exacta:   1-5/1-5-7, $4.  Tri:  1-5/1-5-7/1-4-5-6-7, $6.  Pick 3:  1-5/1-4/6-7, $4.  
Comes back quickly after tiring on a sloppy surface last, he drops and should go 
much better on a dry surface today.Even efforts in his two sprint tries this meet, he last won for this claiming price 
at this distance last year, definite danger.Veteran is quick early and always a threat to go wire to wire.

SUNSHINE SERENADE (#1)
Raise the Magarita (#4)
Demonsdarlin (#3)

Exacta:  1-4/1-3-4, $4.  Tri:  1-4/1-3-4/1-3-4-5-7, $6.  Pick 3:  1-4/2-6-7/2, $3.
Yet to show much in her two start at Emerald, but she appeared overmatched in 
both of those races, drops and goes to a route, she should be set for best.Couldn’t recover from a poor start in her most recent, she has yet to try two-
turns but is bred to do very well routing.Poor try last but she gets in very light and also should like two-turns.

GOOD SCUFFLER (#6)
Stormin Cozzene (#7)
Look Above (#2)

Exacta:   6-7/2-6-7, cost $4. Trifecta:    6-7/2-6-7/2-5-6-7-8, $6.
Pick 3:   2-6-7/2/2-3, cost $3. Jeff Metz trained runner ran pretty well in his first try against winners when 

second, he will have to work to get the lead early but looks best.Second to the top choice when they met on May 1st, he then broke his maiden 
easily and can keep improving.Had only seven days between starts last, he gets a little more time this race, maybe.

FINE RED WINE (#2)
Iknowsheknowsiknow (#3)
Sophie Dopey (#5)

Exacta:  2/3-5-6, $3.  Tri:  2/3-5-6/1-3-4-5-6, $6.  Pick 3:  2/2-3/3-4-5, $3. 
Veteran was well beaten when second last but she did race a bit wide on a day 
where the inside was the place to be and any improvement off her last should win.Appears to have been facing tougher in much of her career and she raced to a close 
fourth when last seen sprinting, she must be considered.Steps up after an easy score in her last, she is not without a shot.

SPECTACULAR CAT (#3)
Racetrackrummy (#2)
Secret Harbor (#7)

Exacta:  2-3/2-3-7, $4.  Tri:  2-3/2-3-7/2-3-7-8-10, $6.  Pick 3:  2-3/3-4-5/3-5-7, $9.
Stretch runner comes off a couple of second place finishes, he is pretty consistent 
and that should be rewarded today.Sprinted clear early and wasn’t threatened when beating easier last, he also was 
aided by a speed favoring surface but he again will have to be caught.Only a length behind the two choice in his most recent, he might get right trip.

Super:   2/3-5-6/1-3-4-5-6/1-3-4-5-6, $3.60.  Pick 5:  2/2-3/3-4-5/3-5-7/2-7, $18.

Super:   6-7/2-6-7/2-5-6-7-8/2-3-5-6-7-8, $3.60. 

Super:   1-4/1-3-4/1-3-4-5-7/1-2-3-4-5-7, $3.60.  Pick 7:  1/2-6-7/2/2-3/3-4-5/3-5-7/2, $10.80 

Super:   1-5/1-5-7/1-4-5-6-7/all, $4.80.  Pick 4:  1-5/1-4/2-6-7/2, $6.   

Super:  3-4/3-4-8/3-4-7-8-9/2-3-4-6-7-8-9, $4.80.  Pick 3:  3-4/1-5/1-4, cost $4.  

Super:  2-3/2-3-7/2-3-7-8-10/1-2-3-6-7-8-10, $4.80.  Pick 4:  2-3/3-4-5/3-5-7/2-7, $18.
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LUCKY ECHO (#5)
Top Kitty Cat (#3)
Sneaking a Kiss (#4)

Exacta:   3-5/3-4-5, cost $4.

Finished a close fourth despite a slow start, wide trip and a race that had a slow 
pace, she drops a notch and should pass’em all late.
Crushed easier by seven in good time last, she was claimed out of that race and 
could make a quick return for her new connections.
Comes off a short rest after running well at GG, she worked very well last week.

Super:   3-5/3-4-5/2-3-4-5-7/all, $4.80.

ARROM BEAR (#7)
Scat Daddybaby (#5)
Canducharlie (#3)

Exacta:  5-7/3-5-7, cost $4.  Trifecta:  5-7/3-5-7/2-3-4-5-7, $6.    
Daily Double:   3-5-7/2-7, $6.

Good run up the rail to edge Scat Daddybaby when facing similar last, he 
doesn’t figure to get a rail skimming trip today but should repeat.
Couldn’t quite hold on for the win after setting a fast pace last, his main rival 
picks up weight and that could benefit this one enough to hang on late.
Invader from Arizona exits a very fast heat, hard to separate from the top two.

GO HENRY (#2)
Six S Street (#7)
Mister Squirrel (#3)

Exacta:   2-7/2-3-7, cost $4. Trifecta:  2-7/2-3-7/1-2-3-4-7, $6.  

Barn off to a slow start this year but this one should be able to shake clear early 
today and prove tough to catch.
Couldn’t reach contention on a sloppy surface last but he is bred to like 
routing and should get a nice stalking trip.
Hasn’t shown much at all but he drops and the move to a route should help.

EMERALD DOWNS RACE SELECTIONS
for Monday Afternoon, May 30th, 2016

Super:   2-7/2-3-7/1-2-3-4-7/1-2-3-4-5-6-7, cost $4.80.

Super:   5-7/3-5-7/2-3-4-5-7/2-3-4-5-7-8-9, $4.80.

Today’s Best Bet (s): Today’s Longshot:
FINE RED WINE in the fifth. T.D.’S GOLD in the second.

Today’s Exotic Play: 
Race 6, $1 Exacta:   2-3/2-3-7, cost $4.

Tri:  3-5/3-4-5/2-3-4-5-7, $6.   
Pick 3:   3-4-5/3-5-7/2-7, $9.  
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PLANE LUCKY (#4)
Mai Tai (#7)
Malware (#5)
ESPIRITO BUENO (#3)
Lindante (#4)
He Will (#1)
ROCKET FUEL (#1)
Drefong (#4)
Saint of Saints (#2)

TAMAN GUARD (#2)
Signature Cat (#5)
Nusret (#3)
LONG HOT SUMMER (#9)
Anytime Anyplace (#5)
Little Bit Lovely (#3)
THANKSGIVING DAY (#5)
Mr. Cartagena (#4)
Apololo Ten (#8)
DYNAMIC SCORING (#10)
Soap Box (#7)
Tony Tequila (#5)
WEKEELA (#6)
Fanticola (#4)
Nancy From Nairobi (#1)
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Santa Anita  Golden Gate        Canterbury Park
Race Selections for Monday, May 30th, 2016

STORY TO TELL (#6)
Noble Kent (#8)
Limited Response (#7)
MOSTINTERESTINGMAN (#6)
Scatastrophe (#7)
Clear the Way (#10)

FIRST TO THE WIRE (#3)
For Kicksngiggles (#2)
Jimmy the Juice (#1)
RYDER’S STARLIGHT (#1)
Voler Les Coeurs (#4)
Cause Ur My Babe (#2)
ZIP’EM UP (#2)
Dance for Me Baby (#5)
Silver Who (#4)

BELLA RONSKI (#3)
Just a Gem (#2)
Entitled Star (#6)
SINGLEFORTHESUMMER (#4)
Coronado Cool (#2)
Saint Sylvie (#6)
G G. RYDER (#7)
Southern Freedom (#4)
Poshsky (#9)
AN UNUSUAL GROUP (#6)
Who’s for Glory (#4)
French Alps (#5)
LONDON LEGACY (#7)
Citali (#3)
Prince Charmant (#2)
BARREL KNOT (#4)
Okie Blackbird (#3)
Kochees (#9)

RICKY SEPERATE (#6)
My Girls Toasted (#4)
Irish Brew (#5)
REAL WINDY (#3)
Dominic’s Way (#1)
Wood Machine (#6)
KILL SHOT (#4)
Shemp (#1)
Da’s Legacy (#6)

YES BY GOLD (#7)
Wildcat Moon (#6)
Purimeter (#1)
THIS CAT’S AWESOME (#5)
Half Dome Dude (#1)
Leroidessioux (#4)
BLACKHAWK’S SIS (#11)
Blazing Angel (#3)
St. Paddy’s Gray (#1)
EL SEVENTYSEVEN (#6)
Richies Sweetheart (#7)
Mongol Bull (#2)
QUEEN SAMMY (#5)
Your Last Warning (#1)
Foxy Felicity (#2)
VISITATION (#1)
Bellamy Rum (#8)
Thrill Poiint (#2)


